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ABSTRACT 

The general formalism of transient four-wave mixing is developed 

using the diagrammatic technique of Yee and Gustafson, and applied sys-

tematically to two-, three-, and four~level systems·. The results predict 

all possible photon echo phenomena including free· induction decay in the 

low-intensity limit. Connections to transient saturation spectroscopy 

and other coherent transient effects can also be made. The treatment 

can be readily extended to the more general problem of coherent transient 

optical effects with n waves. 
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I. Introduction 

Four-wave mixing has recently become one of the most interesting and 

1 .thoroughly investigated nonlinear optical effects. It is a process ·that 

is allowed in all media, and has therefore found numerous important a.p-

plications. Because of the inherent resonant enhancement feature, it has 

attracted a great deal of attention as a new modern spectroscopic tech-

nique. 
2 . 

Druet et al. have studied resonant four-wave mixing in some 

cases. Oudar and Shen3 have give~ a more general analysis of the va~ious 

! ~ 
multi-resonant four-wave mixing processes. It is shown that with appro-

priate arrangement, four-wave mixing can be used to obtain Doppler-free 

spectra or spectra with reduced inhomogeneous broadening, to study tran-

sitions between excited states, to measure longitudinal and transverse 

relaxation times, etc. The analysis is, however, restricted to the steady-

state case. We then realize that with time as an additional variable, 

transient four-wave mixing can be much more interesting. In this paper, 

we give a general formulation of transient four-wave mixing. We derive 

and discuss the results of many such processes in .two-, three-, and four-

level systems, and show their connection with the known photon echo pheno-

4 5 mena. ' 

In general, transient four-wave mixing deals with the situation 

where three input pulsed fields of either the same or different frequen-

cies excite a medium successively in a given time order. The radiative 

output, which is the fourth wave, shows a time variation depending on the 

time sequence and separation of the input pulses. In special cases, the 

input pulses can coincide in time and can be of the same frequency. The 

transient behavior arises because the medium is resonantly or near-reson-
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antly excited by the input pulses. It is, therefore, dominated by the de

phasing (transverse) relaxation of coherent excitation between relevant 

levels, and sometimes also by the population (longitudinal) relaxation. 

Experiments on transient four-wave mixing can be used not o~ly to study 

the particular time-ordered four-wave mixing process iteself, but also to 

obtain the various relaxation rates in the medium. 

Transient four-wave mixing can be considered as a special class of 

coherent transient optical effects. Th~t coherent transient optical ef

fects can be used to study relaxation phenomena in a medium is, of course, 

well k~own. As we shall see later, transient four-wave mixing actually 

covers the various known cases of photon echoes, 4 including tri-level 

echo, stimulated echo, backward echo, etc., although usually the echo 

phenomena are discussed in terms of the vector model of excitation in a 

non-perturbative approach. This is easily demonstrated in the perturba

tion limit when four-wave mixing can be treated as a thi·rd-order process 

with no pump saturation. (In this paper, we shall consider only four

wave mixing with no pump saturation.) 

On the other hand, transient four-wave mixing is more general and 

predicts coherent transient effects other than the photon echo phenomena. 

It covers, for example, cases such as free-induction decay, transient coher

ent Raman scattering, transient optical-field induced effect, etc. In 

order to make a thorough investigation of all possible cases of transient 

four-wave mixing, a systematic study starting from a general formulation 

is needed. 

In Sec. II, the general formulation of transient four-wave mixing is 

given. We briefly review the diagrammatic technique of Yee and Gustafson 
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used to derive the time-dependent third-order nonlinear polarization re

sponsible for a transient four-wave mixin~ process. 6 tole then discuss 

how the Doppler broadening or inhomogeneous broadening causes dephasing 

and rephasing of a coherent excitation, and how the result yields the 

conditions for the appearance of a pulsed four-wave mixing output. In 

Sec. III, the general formulation is used to analyze the various cases 

of transient four-wave mixing in two-, three-, and four-level systems. 

Only triply resonant cases will be discussed in this paper. The results 

are tabulated, and those cases which correspond to known transient ef-

fects are identified. Finally, In Sec. IV, how the various transient 

four-wave mixing processes can be used to measure material properties 

contributing to the relaxation of material excitation is discussed. 

II. General Formulation 

In the limit of no pumping saturation, the four-wave mi~ing output 

is governed by the third-order nonlinear polarization P( 3
)(w), which is 

related to the third-order density matrix p( 3)(w) by 

p(3) (w) = Tr[-
-+ 

er p (3) (w) J. (1) 

Thus, the main step in the t?eory of four-wave mixing is to find p{
3)(w). 

In the transient cases, p{3)(w) is also a function of time. 

A. Diagrammatic Technique 

We adopt here the diagrammatic technique of Yee and Gustafson 6 to 

find 
(3) 

p • The notations follow those of Ref. 6. We consid~r the general 

case where three successive pulses with field amplitudes &
1 

(w1 ), &2 cw
2
), 
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&
3

cw
3

) interact with the material system at t
1

, t 2 , t
3 

with t
1 

< t 2 < t
3

• 

In this giyen time order, p( 3)(w) has 8 terms derived from the 8 diagrams 

in Fig. 1. The rules for deriving an expression from a diagram are as 

follows. (1) A vertex on the left of the circle with the material sys-

tem changing from <nl to <n' I at time t contributes to the expression a 

I I + * -iwt matrix element <n' H'(t)/ih n>. We have H'(t) =- ~~ • ~(w)e for ab-

+ ** +iwt sorption and H' (t) = - ~~ • ~ (w)e for emission. If the vertex ap-

* '. 
pears on the right of the circle. then <niH'(t)/ihln'> should be used 

instead. (2) Propagation from one vertex at t. to the next at t. contri-
-(iw b~ ~)(t.-t.) J 

butes a factor~ab!A(t.- t.)lab~= e a a _J 1 where Ia> is the 
J .. 1 ' 

ket state on the left of the circle and <bl is the bra state on the right, 

and 

(2) 

arises from damping of the material excitation. We assume that even the 

population excitation in a given state decays exponentially with time. 

(3) The product of all factors is integrated over all possible time se-

parations between vertices and summed over all possible initial, -intermed-

iate, and final states. In Fig. 1, the material system is assumed to 

start from lm><ml and end up at lp><s I. lp><ml, or lm><s 1. The initial 

timet is set at-~ 
0 

Following the above rules, we can find, for example, from Fig. la, 

[p (3) (t)] 
(a) 

cent' d 
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-(iw +~ )T 3 -(iw ~ )•2 -(iw ~ )•1 x e ps ps e . pr pr e pm pm 

With the substitution of variables ~l = t - • 1 - • 2 - • 3 , ~ 2 -

•
3

, and ~-3 = t- •
3

, the above equation can be rewritten as 

[p (3) (t)] 
(a) 2:" 

m,r,p,s { 

-(iw +~ )t 3 
e . ps ps ( 2~h) (I p>p ~ <s 1) =-

X 1.00
~2 [ (iw +<P )-iw1 ] ~l } 

d~le pm pm 8.1 (~1) . 

Similarly, we find from Fig. lb-h respectively, 

(3) 
[p (t)] (b) 

~ - { - (iw ~ ) t 1 3 
m,~,s e ps ps (zih) (lp>p~<sl) 

(3) 

(4a) 

cont 'd 
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... 

(4b) 

[P ( 3) (t)) 
(c) 

"' { - ( iw +cl> ) t 3 ) = ~. e ps ps {2~h) (lp>p~<sl 
m,r,p,s 

(4c) 

(3) 
[p (t)] (d) 

cont'd 
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(4d) 

= 
~ { -(iw +<!> )t ( 1 3 · ) ~ e ps. ps 2HJ (I p>p~ <s I 

m,r,p,s 

1~3 [(iw +<j> )-(iw +<!> )-iw2 J~ 2 x d~ rs rs ms ms & (~ ) 
- oo "'2e 2 2 

(3) 
(p (t)] (f) 

"'""' { - ( iw +<!> ) t ( 3 
=- L..J e ps ps 2~) (lp>p~<sl) 

m,r,p,s 

(4£) 
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(4g) 

(3) 
[p (t)](h) = 

'"" { e- ( iw ms +<P ms) t 3 ~ { 2~} {lm>p~<sl) m,r,p,s 

X <mit • e ln><nlt • e lr><rlt • e Is> 
1 2 3 

(4h) 

The full expression of·p(~)((}.} = w
1 

+ w
2 

+ w
3

, t) is then the sum of Eqs. 

(4a)-(4h). In an actual transient four-wave mixing case, resonant or 

near resonant excitations are involved. Therefore, the nonresonant terms 

in p(3)(t) can be neglected, and the effective number of terms in p(3)(t) 

is greatly reduced, as we shall see in Sec. III. 

B. Doppler Effect 

In a gaseous system, p( 3)(t) is different for molecules in different 

velocity groups. The difference arises from the fields seen by molecules 

with different velocities. 
. + 

At time t, let a molecule with velocity v be 



-+ 
at the position r(t). 
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Then at an·earlier time~., the molecule is at 
~ 

-+ -+ -+ 
r(~i) = r(t)- v(t- ~i). Assume that the input pulses are plane waves. 

-+ 
The field & seen by the molecuie at r(~.) is 

i ~ 

&. (~.) 
~ ~ 

-+ -+ = A. ( E; • ) exp [ ik. • r ( ~. ) ] 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

-+ -+ -+ -+ 
= A.(~.)exp[ik. • r(t)- i(k~ • v)(t- ~i)]. 

~ I. ~ ... 
(5) 

\-lith this expression of&.(~.). in Eq. (5), p(3)(t) for the molecule be
~ ~ 

+ 
comes also & function of v. For example, we have from Eq. (4a) 

[p (3) (;·t)] 
, (a) 

'"' { -(iw +4> )t ( 1 )3 =- ~ e ps ps 2ih jp>p:m<sl 
m,r,p,s 

(6) 

In actual evaluation of the integrals in Eq. (6), two special cases 

are of interest. In the first case, all successive pulse excitations 

are at resonance or near resonance, and the pulses are short enough so 

·iJ· 
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that we can write 

[ • ( ) • -+ -+] I 

!.
~ 1. w .. -w +<P • • +1.k •v ~ 

_co d~'e . l.J n l.J n A(~') 

-+ -+ 
( <P • • +ik •v)E; 

::: e l.J n o 
i(w . . -w H' 

d~'e l.J n A(~') (7) 

-+ 
where~ indicates the time when the center of the pulse arrives at r(t). 

0 

Equation (6) ·then reduces to 

(3) -+ 
[p (v,t)](a) =-

x ~ {e-<Pps(t-~30)-¢pr(~30-~20)-<Ppm(~20-~10) 
m,r,p,s 

(8) 

In the second case, a particular pulse in the sequence of pulses may be 

far from inducing a resonant excitation. The corresponding integral in 

the form of ~~ d~' exp{ [i (wij - wn) + ¢ ij + ikn • -;]~' }f(~') can be ap-
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proximated by
6 

f(;)/i[(w .. 
l.J 

-+ 
- w + k n n 

-+ 
• v)- i<P •. ]. 

l.J 
The more general case 

would often require a more exact evaluation of the integrals in Eq. (6)~ 

In this paper, unless specified otherwise, we shall only consider the 

case where all pulses are at resonance such that Eq. (7) is valid. 

Since p(3)(;,t) represents the radiating dipole induced by the input 

-+ 
pulses on the molecule with velocity v, its phase factor describes the 

phase of the dipole radiation field •. As seen in Eq. (8), the only phase 

factor in p(3)(;,t) depending on; is 

(9) 

-+ -+ -+ 
If e(v) = 0 for all v, then all molecules with different v will radiate 

in phase, and. the radiation intensity will be a maximum. This happens 

at t = te provided te ~ ~30 , where 

(10) 

If te > ; 30 , the output is in the form ofa.pulse, known as photon echo. 

-+ 
Generally, the photon echo will still appear if e(v) is always larger 

than zero, but has a minimum at t = tm > ; 30 ; yet the echo intensity is 

greatly reduced if [e(~)]min * 0. When te (or tm) = ; 30 , the output ap

pears as a modification on the third input pulse with a free induction 

d .1 4 ecay tal. • No coherent output is expected if te(tm) < ; 30 • 

Formally, the density matrix p(J)(t) of the molecular system should 
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be the average of p( 3 )(~,t) over the velocity distribution 

(11) 

-+ 
where n(v) is the velocity distribution function. In each term of 

p( 3)(~,t), the only factor dependin$ on~ is exp[i8(~)], so that 

• -+ 
( 3) J -+ -+ · 18(v) p (t) ~ dv n(v)e (12) 

-+ 
which has its maximum when 8(v) = 0 at t = te ~ ~30 . This may or may not 

happen depending on the problem, as we shall see later. 

The other factors in Eq. (10) also carry physical significance. 

-+ -+ -+ -+ 
The phase factor exp[i(k1 + k

2 
+ k3) • r] indicates that the induced di-

-+· -+ -+ 
pole oscillation has a wavevector k1 + k2 + k3 . The dipole radiation 

from the collection of molecules is efficient only if the output has a 

-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
wavevector k(w) satisfying the phase matching condition k = k

1 
+ k

2 
+ k3, 

as one would expect. The factor exp[- ~ps(t- ~ 30 ) - $pr(~ 30 - ~20 ) -

~pm(~20 - ~10)] describes the decay of molecular excitation due to random 

perturbation if we assume that the frequency shifts due to random pertur-

bation are negligible .. The rest of the factors in Eq. (10) contribute 

to the intensity of the four-wave mixing output. 

C. Inhomogeneous Broadening in Solids 

In solids, there is no Doppler effect due to molecular motion, but 

the resonant frequencies of molecules (or ions) are affected by local en-

vironment giving rise to inhomogeneous broadening. We can write 
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0 
w -iJ" = w. • + !J.w • • (a) 

... ~J ~J 
(13) 

where a represents a set of local parameters. We then have 

(14) 

where n(a) is the distribution functioll'of a, and p(3)(a,t) has the same 

expression as p(3)(~,t) except that in each term, all w .. 's are replaced 
~J 

0 by w .• , and exp [
~J 

-+ ·. 
i6(v)] by exp[- i6(a)] which involves !J.w • . (a). For 

~J 

(3) 
example, (p (a,t)](a) 

(3) -+ 
can be obtained from the corresponding [p (v,t)](a) 

in Eq. (8) with w .. replaced by w~. and exp[- i6(~)] by 
~J ~J 

(15) 

Again, in order to have the maximum coherent output, all molecules should 

radiate in phase. This requires e(a) = 0 for all a, which is generally 

not possible. However, in a two-level system, !J.w = !J.w = !J.w = !J.w ps rs mr pm' 

we can have 6(a) = 0 at t = te = ~ 30 + ~20 + ~10 • Hore generally, if a 

particular local parameter a dominates over the rest, and !J.w •• = !J.w! .a '• 
0 ~J ~J 0 

then e(a) = 0 for all a is approximately satisfied when 

t = t 
e (tJ.w' ~30 + !J.w' ~20 + !J.w' ~10)/!J.w' · rs mr pm ps 

(16) 

Aside from this, the phase matching aspect and the decay of excitation 

due to random perturbation are the same as in the gas case. 

• 
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D. Summary 

Transient four-wave mixing with a given time order of the three in-

put pulses is generally described by eight diagrams. The frequency of the 

output is w = ± w
1 

± w
2 

± w
3

, where "+" refers to absorption vertex on the 

left or emission vertex o·n the right in the diagram and "-:" refers to 

emission vertex on the left or absorption vertex on .. the right. The wave-

-+ -+ -+ 
vector of the induced third-order polarization is ks(w) = ± k1 (w1) ± k2 (w2) 

-+ -+ ' 
± k

3
(w

3
) where the sign in front of k.(w.) follows the sign of w. in the 

1 1 . 1 

-+ -+ 
above frequency relation. When k(w) = k (w), the output is phase matched. 

s 

An output pulse appears at t = t after the third input pulse when all 
e 

molecules radiate in phase through rephasing of the dephased molecular ex-

citation. Assuming the spectral widths of input pulses being much larger 

than t-he homogeneous and inhomogeneous. widths, we find t given by Eqs. 
e 

(10) and (16) for gas and solid respectively. The intensity of the output 

pulse is proportional to jp(3)(t )j 2 . 
e 

III. Specific Cases 

We now use the results of the previous section to analyze the various 

cases of transient four-wave mixing in-effectively two-, three-, and four-

level systems. We will not try to discuss all possible cases, but will 

focus the attention to cases where all input pulses induce resonant or 

near-resonant excitations·in the medium, i.e., the triply resonant cases • 

A. Two-Level System 

We consider the special case where all the input pulses have the same 

frequency lw1 1 = jw2 1 = jw3 1 = w = w10 as shown in Fig. 2, but the wave

vectors can be all different. In deriving p(J)(t) for this case, only 
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the resonant terms will be kept. They come from the diagrams in Fig. la 

and ld with the w2 wavy line changed to a negative slope to indicate a 

(-w) interaction, and Fig. lf and lg with the w
1 

wavy line changed to ·a 

negative slope. We summarize the results in Table 1, where line 1 show.s 

the diagrams, line 2 gives the possible phase_matching configurations re-

lated to the diagrams (note that the wavevectors do not have to be co-

planar), line 3 specifies 
-+ 

t for those cases where 9(v or a) = 0 can be 
e 

satisfied for gas and solid respectively, and line 4 gives p(3)(t) which 
e 

corresponds to the maximum output in transient four-wave mixing. As we 

mentioned earlier, it is possible to have coherent output of reduced amp-

-+ • ~ litude if 9(v or a) 1.s a minimum at t = tm"""' F; 30 , but we shall not. dis-

cuss such cases here although the extension is quite straightforward. 4 

The re~mlts in Table 1-reproduce the conditions for three-pulse stim-

7 - 8 
ulated echoes in two-level systems derived by Fujita et al. using the 

non~perturbative method. In the perturbation limit, the latter also 

yields the same echo amplitude as the one we have obtained. As can be 

easily seen, cases (a), (b), and (f) in Table 1, whenever possible, can 

generate a backward echo, while cases (d) and (e) generate the forward 

stimulated echo with o ~ 0. · 

It is interesting to see that the results here can also be related 

7 to the two-pulse photon echoes. We simply let the second and third in-

put pulses merge into one with F;
20 

= F;
30

, k
2 

= k
3

, and &
2 

= &
3

. The two

pulse echo can occur only for case (d) or (e) in Table 1. For perfect 

phase matching, collinear geometry must be used. The echo appears at 

te - F;
30 

= F,;
20 

- F;
10

; in other words, the echo pulse is separated from 

the second pulse by the same duration as the second pulse from the first 

• 
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pulse. The echo amplitude decays with exp[- 2~ 10 <~ 20 - ~10 )]. These are 

all results familiar in two-pulse photon echoes in two-level systems • 

One can also imagine that the first and second input pulses may merge 

into one with ~lO = ~20 , k1 = k2, and &1 = &2 . In this case, te = ~ 30 , 

and the output pulse overlaps with and medifies the input pulse at ~30 . 

This can be illustrated by examining p(3)(t) assuming w = w10 in a gas 

medium 

[ -~oo<~30-~2o) -~11<~3o-~2o)] J.t 
x e + e d~ 3A3 (~ 3 ). 

-~ 

(17) 

It is seen that the output is in the form of a free induction decay char-

acterized by the time-varying function 

and its amplitude decreases with the pulse separation time (~ 30 - ~20 ) 

[ 
-~oo<~30-~2o) -~11<~3o-~2o)] 

following e + e • Physically, the first of 

the two input pulses pumps the population, and the second probes the pop-

ulation decay. This corresponds to the transient laser-induced satura-

tion or birefringence effect. The output is a transient response to the 

probe pulse and the population excitation of the first input pulse. If 

the probe pulse is tunable with w' ~ w, then the effect here is related 

to the well known transient saturation or polarization spectroscopy. 9 
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B. Three-Level System 

We consider the three processes shown in Fig. 3 with the frequencies 

of the input pulses being wa = lw10 1 and wb = lw21 1, and 11>-is assigned 

to be the common level for the two resonant transitions. The problem has 

been discussed earlier by others using the usual nonperturbative ap

proach.4,S,lO For each process in Fig. 3, there are several distinct 

time orderings of the three input pulses leading to different physical. 

cases. For Fig. 3a, ther~ are three different cases: (A) an w pulse is 
a 

followed by two wb pulses; (B) an_wa pulse is followed by an wb pulse and 

then an w pulse; (C) two w pulses are followed by an wb pulse. We have 
a a 

again in mind that in deriving the output of transient four-wave mixing, 

only the resonant terms in p( 3)(t) are kept. The results for the three 

different cases of ·the proce-ss in Fig. 3a are summarized in Table 2. It 

is seen that the so-called sum-frequency trilevel echo11 in case (A) has 

frequency wa, while those in cases (B) and (C) have frequency wb. The 

pulse excitations in (A) and (B) are all coherent excitations between 

pai~s of states, and therefore the echo amplitude decays depend only on 

the dephasing rates between the pairs of states~ Case (C) involves 

population excitation, and the echo amplitude decay depends also on the 

population relaxation. 

Two-pulse echoes are also possible in three-level systems, correspond-

ing to the special case of ~20 = ~30 in the general three-pulse case. 

-+ -+ 
With ~lO = ~20 and k1 = k2 , the output pulse appears overlapping with the 

input pulse at ~ 30 with a free-induction decay tail. This corresponds to 

the case of transient three-level laser-induced absorption or birefrin-

gence. The wa pulse at ~lO = ~20 pumps the population into jl>. The 
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probe pulse probes the population in jl> at a later time t;30 , and the 

output appears in the form of a free induction decay superposed on the 
I 

9 probe pulse. 'I 

The process in Fig. 3b i~ essentially the same as that in Fig. 3a, 

except that 12> is now below 11>. Therefore, the results in Table 2 for 

Fig. 3a are also valid for Fig. 3b if we- replaced wb by -wb and the re

spective wavevectors ki(wb) by -ki(wb). Note that [p(3)(-wb,t)]+ = 

(3) 
p (wb, t). 

The process in Fig. 3c is more interesting since the common level for 

the two transitions is now the ground level. Six different physical 

cases from six different time orderings of the wa and wb input pulses are 

possible. Three are the same as cases (A), (B), and (C) for Figs. 3a and 

3b. The other three are similar cases with wa and ~ interchanged. We 

will not spell out the results completely here, but simply present the 

diagrams for the different cases in Fig. 4 and the corresponding expres

sions of p(3)(t) in the following. 
e 

p(3)(w t) 
b' e 

=-

= -

(18A) 

cont' d 
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(18B) 

x d~1e a A1 (~1 ) +complex conjugate .(18C) J.OO
F;2 i (wOl-w Hl ] 

The expressions of p())(t ) for cases (D), (E), and (F) are obtained by 
e 

interchaneing wa and wb in Eqs. (18A), (18B), and (18C). Photon echoes 

related to the process of Fig. 3c are called inverted-difference-frequency 

4 trilevel echoes. 

C. Four-Level System 

Consider first the four-level system with two basically different 

processes shown in Fig. 5. The three input pulses with frequencies w , 
a 

wb, and we are triply resonant with. the four-level system. Photon echoes 

in a four-level system with three input frequencies have been discussed 

earlier with the nonperturbative method. 4 •12 
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In Fig. Sa, wa ~ w10 , wb ~ w10 ,, and we~ w
1

,
0
,. The only possible 

time order of a triply resonant excitation is indicated in the diagram 
' I 

of Table 3. The results derived from the diagram are also listed in 

Table 3. In Fig. Sb, wa ~ w10 , wb ~ w10 ,, and we~ w1 , 0 • Three possible 

time orderings of the process are as follows: (A) w pulse followed sue
a 

cessively by wb and w pulses; (B) w pulse followed successively by w c a c 

and then wb pulses; (C) we pulse followed successively by wa and wb 

pulses. They correspond to three different physical cases. The diagrams 

and the corresponding results for the three cases are given in Table 4. 

For the processes in both Fig. Sa and Fig. Sb, thr~e-pulse photon echo 

can occur. Since all excitations are coherent excitations between pairs 

of states, the decay of the echo amplitude depends only on the dephasing 

rates between appropriate pairs of states. 

A variation of the four-level system of Fig. S is shown in Fig. 6. 

The <O'I level is now above the <11 and <1'1 levels. The results of 

Table 3 can be used for the process in Fig. 6a if w'e replace wb and w c 

-+ -+ -+ - -+ 
by -wb and -we' and ki(wb) and kj(wc) by -ki(wb) and -kj(wc). There-

sults of Table 4 can be used for Fig. 6b with wb replaced by -wb and 

ki(wb) by -ki(wb). Again, note that p(3)(w,t) = (p(3)(-w,t)]+. 

Another variation of Fig. Sa is shown in Fig. 7. The results of 

Table 3 also apply to this case if we replace wb by -wb and ki(wb)_ by 

Finally, we consider a special case of transient four-wave mixing 

in a four-level system in which there are levels connected only by popu-

lation relaxation, but not by coherent excitation. An example is shown 

in Fig. 8a. Physically, the first two input pulses at w with wavevectors 
a 
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k
1 

and k
2 

pumps population into <11 and forms a population grating. 

Throug~ relaxation, the population gr~ting is transferred to <l'l. The 

third input pulse at wb then coherently excites the system from <1'1 to 

<21 and produces a stimulated photon echo at wb. We use the diagrams in 

Fig. 8b to represent this transient phenomenon. The dotted lines in the 

diagrams describe the relaxation of the excited population pii) in ll> 

(2) I to p
1

,
1

, in 1'>. We cap easily show that the conditions for observing 

a coherent transient output are the same as those given in Table 2c. If 

(2) (2) 
we assume p

1
,
1

, = ap
11 

, where a .is a proportional constant, then the 

echo amplitude is still given by p ( 3)(wb, te) in Tabl: 2 (C) with a simple 

• • . -+ .. · -cp21 (te -~30) ·J.te l.(w21-wbH3 
substl.tutJ.on of <2!ll • .,e3 ll>e . -. dF.;

3
e A3 C~3 ) by 

· -cj> 1 (t-E;) t . _co 

<2lt. e3ll'>e 21 e 30 Le d~3el.(W41'-~)f;3A3(~3). When ~10 = ~20 

.. as the two w. pulses merge into one, the output should again appear as a 
a 

free induction decay superposed on the wb probe pulse. -This actually corre

sponds to the case of collision-induced transient saturation spectroscopy. 

IV. Discussion 

The main application of transient four-wave mixing is to study the 

decays of various excitations in a medium. Both the dephasing rate of 

coherent excitation between any pair of states .and the population relaxa-

tion rate of a given state can be measured. In an effective two-level 

system, for example, the dephasing rate can be obtained from the two-pulse 

photon echo measurement, while the population relaxation can be measured 

by transient saturation spectroscopy. Three-pulse echoes in a two-level 

system in general are connected to both coherent excitation and popula-

tion excitation. Its decay is governed by both the dephasing rate and 

t 
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the population relaxation. 

In an effectiv~ three-level system, the dephasing rates between any 

pair of states and the population relaxation rate of the common level for 

two different transitions can be separately determined by a series of 

photon echo measure~ents. Take Fig. 3a as an example. Examination of 

the expressions of p(3)(t) for the three cases in Table 2 shows the fol
e 

lowing possibilities. First, using the two-pulse echo arrangement with 

; 20 = ; 30 , we can determine ~lO from the wa echo measurement of case (A), 

and then ~21 from the wb echo measurement of case (B). Next, the general 

three-pulse echo measurement of either case (A) or case (B) allows the 

determination of ~20 • Finally, the photon echo measurement or the tran~ 

sient saturation spectroscopic measurement (;
10 

= ;
20

) of case (C) can 

be used to determine the population relaxation rate ~ll of the common le

vel 11>. In order to find the population relaxation rates ~ 22 and.~OO' 
processes schematically shown in Figs. 3b and 3c should be used. Simi-

larly, all the relaxation rates in a four-level system can be determined 

by a series of appropriate transient four-wave mixing experiments. It is 

particularly interesting to note that dephasing rates between two excited 

states or between two states not directly connected by electric dipole 

transition can be obtained from such measurements. With proper polariza-

tion arrangement, it is also possible to deduce the relaxation rates in-

volving only one of the several degenerate states in the same level. We 

should mention that actually, singly resonant transient four-wave mixing 

can also be used, perhaps more straightforwardly, to measure dephasing 

rates between selective pairs of states. Transient coherent antiStokes 

Raman scattering is an example. 13 Transient detection by wave mixing of 
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a coherent excitation is another example. Triply res~nant four-wave mix:... 

ing, however, is capable of yielding a much larger signal. 

We have assumed that the imaginary part of ~ij ~s negligible so that 

In a gas medium, we can write y .. 
l.J 

c s c 
= yij + yij' where yij is 

the dephasing rate due to atomic or molecular collision~, and y~. is due 
l.J 

14 to single-atom radiative decay. S . c 0:: h h 1 1.nce y. . a . . p wit t e proportiona - . l.J l.J 

constant known, measurement of y ij as a func.tion of the· foreign gas pres-

sure p enables us· to determine in principle y~. and the collision cross-
l.J 

. 4-6 sect1.on a... In the above discussion, however, we have assumed that 
l.J 

the atomic velocity is not affected by collisions. This is of course 

'not true in general. Velocity changing collisions between the excitation 

pulses increase the decay of coherent signal because of the increased ve

locity dephasing. 4 •5 The effect is more significant for longer time se

parations between·pulses, and has already been experimentally demonstrated. 15 

For sufficiently short pulse separation, the effect is negligible. 

In a solid, if Eq. (17) for t is valid, then by measuring t as a 
e e 

function of ~30 - ~20 and ~20 - ~lO for various photon echo cases in a 

three- or four~level system, the inhomogeneous broadening parameters ~w~. 
l.J 

for different pairs of states can be deduced. This is interesting since 

the same information cannot be easily obtained by other methods. 

The echo pulse in a gas medium is described by p( 3)(t) given in Eq. 

(12) or (13) with t - t • e 
Its shape results from rephasing and then de-

phasing of dipole radiation from molecules with different velocities as 

-+ t varies around t or (t if e (v) is always positive but has a minimum), 
e m 

-+ and is'mainly determined by e(v,t) in the integral in Eq. (13), which can 

also be written as 
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-+ -+ 

f
oo . -iv•k (t-t ) 

d-+ · (-+) s e = v n v e 
_oo 

(19) 

-+ 
Thus, if n(v) is known, the echo pulse shape can in principle be calculated. 

In the case of solids, we have, following Eqs. (15) and (16) 

R = £ da 
_oo 

-ww (a) ( t-t ) 
ps e n(a)e 

= f
oo -i6w (t-t ) 

d(6w )n(6w )e ps e 
_oo ps ps 

(20) 

The echo pulse shape is determined by the distribution of the inhomogen-

eous broadening of the radiative transition. 

So far, we have assumed in Sec. III and in the above discussion that 

the exciting pulses are sufficiently short so that the approximation in 

Eq. (8) is valid. This is equivalent to saying that the spectral widths 

of the exciting pulses are much larger than both the homogeneous linewidths 

and the Doppler widths. However, if the exciting laser linewidths are 

comparable to or smaller than the Doppler widths, then only a fraction of 

molecules with velocities in a certain region will be excited. Yet the 

transient four-wave mixing should still exist even though its intensity 

is reduced. The velocity dephasing time increases and the echo pulse is 

expected to become longer. The same is true for solids if the exciting 

laser linewidths are smaller than the inhomogeneously broadened widths, 

so that only a fraction of ions effectively participates in transient 

four-wave mixing. 

As we have seen, transient four-wave mixing can predict ali the pho-
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ton echo phenomena known from the usual treatment. Being a perturbative 

treatment, however, the theoretical derivation of transient four-wave 

mixing is perhaps simpler, more transparent, and more easily-generalized. 

For example, we can.treat the case of three overlapping input pulses and 

the case of three separated pulses on the same footing, although they may 

yield different coherent transient phenomena. 

The treatment of transient four-wave mixing here can also be readily 

extended to transient n-wave mixing. Thus, for example, without going . 

through any detailed calculation, one can predict all the important char

acteristics of the photon echoes from an m-level system with n excitation 

pulses. Other coherent transient optical effects involving mutliple re

sonant excitation pulses are also possible . 
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Figure Captions 

Eight possible diagrams for transient four-wave mixing with a 

given time order for the three input waves. 

Resonant four-wave mixing in a two-level system with w- w10 • 

Resonant for-wave mixing in three possible three~level systems. 
! 

Diagrams for the six possible cases of resonant four-wave mix-

ing in Fig. 3c. 

Resonantfour-wavemixing in a four-level system. 

Resonant four-wave mixing in a four-level system. 

Resonant four-wave mixing in a four-level system. 

Transient four-wave mixing in a system with two levels connected 

only by population relaxation. 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 Summary of results for the transient four-wave mixing process 
I 

in Fig. 2. ,_ 

Table 2 Summary of results for the transient four-wave mixing process 
.. 

in Fig. 3. 

Table 3 Summary of results for the transient four-w·ave mixing process 

in Fig. Sa. 

Table 4 Sunnnary of results for the transient four-wave mixing processes 

in Fig. Sb. 

... 
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Table 4(b) 
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Table 4(c) 
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Reference to a company or product name does 
not imply approval or recommendation of the 
product by the University of California or the U.S. 
Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that 
may be suitable . 
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